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This is a comprehensive and most important subject, for the fevers which these produce rage throughout the No one can deny that it must deteriorate the health, and, in consequence, shorten the lives of their inhabitants, but it afflicts them with no peculiar fevers, for these streets are never worse or so bad as others that have become overcrowded, without churchyards in any way within their ken. The stowing away of the dead in vaults, or in any way keeping them above ground, instead of interring them deep in the earth, is an abomination of the Christian world, and ought to be made punishable as a misdemeanour. The Turks, and, I believe, all the nations of the east, utterly repudiate the practice, 3nd it would be well if the self-applauding inhabitant of London would in this respect, at least, condescend to take a lesson from his brother citizen of Smyrna or Constantinople.
